Membership Incentives 2018-2019

Worthy Grand Knights and Worthy District Deputies,

To recognize individual knights, councils and districts for efforts in membership growth, the following incentives apply this year:

**Washington State Council**

- **Proposer**
  - WSC Star Recruiter Pin per new member (image above) – Grand Knight/District Deputy sends Proposer’s Name, Mailing Address, Phone and Email to the State Membership Director via email to receive pin – membership@kofc-wa.org
  - Supreme Very Important Proposer (VIP) Club
  - Top Three Recruiter Awards (Family Bible & KC Watch; Family Bible and KC Enamed Cufflinks; Family Bible and KC Pewter Belt Buckle)

- **New Member**
  - Shining Armor Award (1st Year only)
  - Silver Knight Award (all members; no time constraint)

- **Council**
  - Achieve 50% of goal in 1QTR – KC Jacket to GK, MD
  - Achieve 100% of goal in 2QTR – Building the Domestic Church Kiosk
  - Achieve 200% of goal – US and KC Flag sets
  - Achieve 300% of goal – US, KC and Papal Flag sets
  - State Exemplification fee waived for all new members (not counting transfers) in 1QTR Fraternal Year 2018-2019

- **New Council**
  - Pastor, GK, and FS receive KC Jacket
  - Council Charter
  - Set of new council officer jewels

- **District**
  - Highest percentage gain per quarter – KC Portfolio/Office item to DD
  - Star District – KC Jacket and Portfolio/Office item to DD
  - All Star District – KC Watch and All Expense Paid State Convention
  - New Council – New Council Plaque

- **Divisions**
  - DIV. I    <50 Members
  - DIV. II  50-99 Members
  - DIV. III 100-149 Members
  - DIV. IV  150-249 Members
  - DIV. V   250+ Members
Membership Incentives 2018-2019

- Division winners, for net gain and percentage of goal, council will receive a framed print of Fr. McGivney or KC official
- Overall Council winner – KC Jacket and KC Watch to GK and MD
- Special Incentives in 1QTR – refer to WSC Membership Action Plan monthly detail JUL/AUG/SEP

**Supreme Council**

- VIP points to recruiters per new member and to councils reaching Star Level
- Others to be published

When new monthly and/or quarterly incentives are offered, I will communicate those to you soonest.

The effectiveness of our mission as an Order depends in large part on our ability to grow. We cannot evangelize and step "Into the Breach" very well if we do not grow. Please read Bishop Olmsted's Apostolic Exhortation to Catholic men entitled "Into the Breach." The urgency to grow in our membership will become clearer.

Vivat Jesus!

Fraternally,

Greg

Gregory S. Mahoney
State Advocate
State Membership Director
Washington State Council
Knights of Columbus
Membership@kofc-wa.org